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CLUSTER PROFILE
BANGALORE MACHINE TOOL CLUSTER
Background
One of the important machine tool clusters in India is
located in Bangalore.The Bangalore machine tools cluster
accounts for about 60% of the country’s production in
value terms.There are six large and 100 MSME machine
tool units in the cluster. The units are located in Peenya,
Abbigere and Bommasandra industrial estates. The
cluster manufactures a variety of products, which may be
categorized into four types:
1. Components—aerospace, automobile, electrical
and electronic
2. Machines—CNC and special purpose machines
3. Accessories—for conventional and CNC
(computerized numerical control) machines
4. Heat treatment
The products manufactured include grinding machines,
rotary tables, index tables, aerospace fixtures, CNC
machine enclosures, etc.The products are custom-made to
suit the requirements of large-scale clientele such as ISRO,
HAL, BEML, MICO, BHEL, Kirloskar Electric, Bayforge
Ltd, etc. The production capacities of the units range
from 1.5–150 tonnes per annum (tpa), with about half of
the units producing close to 50 tpa. The majority of the
units are registered with Karnataka Small Scale Industries
Association, Bangalore Machine Tool Manufacturer
Association and Peenya Industrial Association. These
industrial bodies keep the members updated on the latest
developments in their relevant fields of interest along with
necessary technical know-how.

the production processes, typically a machine tool unit
covers the following unit operations.
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Process flow in typical machine tools unit

The major raw material used in the cluster is steel. Other
raw materials include cast iron and pig iron. Electrical
energy is the major energy form used for various
operations. The annual electricity consumption by the
units varies from 6000 kWh to 1.6 million kWh. Almost
the entire electricity requirement of the cluster is met
through grid power (about 96%), while DG sets are used
as backup. The total energy cost constitutes 5–8% of the
total production cost.
Energy consumption pattern in typical units in
different categories
Unit type

Total energy consumption
GJ/yr

toe/yr

Components

343

8

Accessories

442

10

Machines

148

3

4109

98

Heat treatment

Technology status and energy use
The average plant load factor is about 55%. The machine
tool units use different processes as the end-products are
different for each unit. Although there are variations in
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The specific energy consumption (SEC) of different
categories of units varies between 600 kWh per tonne (for
machines) to 15057 kWh per tonne (for heat treatment).
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In addition, repalcement of conventional machines

Specific energy consumption in different categories
of units

with CNC machines also offer opportunities for energy

Unit type

Specific energy consumption

conservation although the paypack periods are relatively

kWh/tonne

GJ/tonne

higher.

Components

6472

25

Accessories

5118

20

600

2

15057

64

Machines
Heat treatment

The total annual energy consumption of the cluster
estimated during 2010 was 85,201 GJ (2038 toe). The
heat treatment units alone accounted for about 67% of
the total energy consumption in the cluster.

Options for energy saving
The energy consumption pattern in a typical
manufacturing unit shows that process machines
account for about 77% of total energy consumption and
the utilities about 23%. Some of the energy conservation
measures that have an attractive payback of less then two
years are given below.

Machine tool working platform

Annual energy consumption of Bangalore machine tools cluster
Energy
Electricity

Unit

Component

Accessories

Machines

Heat treatment

Total

Million kWh

2.80

3.10

0.79

15.98

22.67

kl

63.2

21.2

14.9

–

99.3

GJ

12419

11933

3420

57429

85201

toe

297

285

82

1374

2038

%

15%

14%

4%

67%

100%

Diesel
Total energy
consumption

Options for energy conservation in Bangalore machine tools cluster
Energy conservation measure
Replacement of inefficient motors with energy efficient motors
Replacement of reciprocating compressor with screw compressor
Optimization of contract demand and installation of maximum
demand controller
Insulation improvement of furnaces

Investment (Rs lakh)

Annual monetary
savings (Rs lakh)

Payback
period

0.3–0.9

0.06–0.4

2–5 years
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1.6

2 years

0.22

0.75 4 months

0.4–0.9

0.14–0.27 3 months

Compiled by TERI from the ‘Manual on energy conservation measures in machine tools cluster, Bangalore’ under the BEE–SME
programme, 2010
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